TOPGOLF SWING SUITE

GAMES
TOPCONTENDER

ZOMBIE DODGEBALL
A trio of zombie street dancers is
looking to bust a move on your
face. Defend yourself by hitting
them with dodgeballs until
time runs out. If more than one
zombie reaches the fence, you’re
in big trouble.

Take aim at the variety of giant
colorful targets in this game of
precision and control. Whether
you’re a beginner or an expert,
earn double points galore for
shots made in targets further out
on the field.

TOPPRESSURE

CARNIVAL CLASSIC
Pop as many balloons as you
can in this fast-paced game of
precision. The smaller the balloon,
the more points it’s worth. Put up a
lot of points, and you’ll be heading
to the bonus round, where you can
dunk a clown. In advanced mode,
break as many plates as you can!

Golf meets darts in this strategic
game of accuracy. Rack up
points and climb through the
levels as you make shots in every
section of either the Yellow or
Green target.

TOPCHALLENGE

HOCKEY SHOTS
Simply put: hit your ball as close
to the hole as you possibly can.
Miss the green or land in the
water, and your score will pay
the price.

BASEBALL PITCHING

No need to lace up your skates
in this ice rink. Grab a hockey
stick and puck then take aim
at various targets in the net.
You get 8 shots, so make them
count!

QUARTERBACK CHALLENGE
Take the mound against a team
of sluggers looking to destroy
your every pitch. Just don’t let
them take you deep because it’s
the bottom of the 9th and the
game is on the line.

NEW! SOCCER

Drive down the field against
a tough defense looking to
stop you from scoring a gamewinning touchdown. Your
wide receivers are counting
on you being a very accurate
quarterback.

85+ GOLF COURSES
The goal is simple: You get 5
kicks to get the ball past the
All-Star keeper and find the
back of the net.
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You can play over 85 of the
world’s most iconic and beautiful
championship golf courses
with full swing golf simulator
technology. This is the same
simulator used by pga tour pros:
Tiger Woods, Jordan Spieth, and
Jason Day for off-course practice.

